We are learning about... Drawing Time!

skiing skeletons

Circle words that begin with sk:

- skateboard
- skeleton
- skull
- sailing
- picture

Draw a line to match blend to the correct word ending. Write word on the line.

- sk
- unk
- ull
- im
- in
- id
- ip

Add in the sk blend to make words. Draw a picture to match.

- __i
- __irt
- __ate
- __y
Circle words that begin with **sk**:
- skate
- skull
- skirt
- skid
- skin
- spidey

Draw a line to match blend **sk** to the correct word ending. Write word on the line.

- unk
- ull
- im
- in
- id
- ip

Add in the **sk** blend to make words. Draw a picture to match.

- ski
- skirt
- skate
- sky